
GENERAL RECOJD,1IDIDATIONS CONCERNING RESEARCH 

ON URANIUM. 

There are at present three different lines of research which might 

lead to a chain reaction in uranium. 

1 ) One line of research concerns the interaction of uranium with 

slow neutrons. It might lead to a chain reaction taking place in a 

large mass of uranium oxide, or uranium metal, mixed with another 

element, the latter serving the purpose of slowing down the neutrons. 

The interaction of ur~nium with ~lo~ n~utrons has been fairly 
(.!! ft...tf-·- .~4\_ A~-/ ~ i ~ 

extenslively studiedlsince February of this year, and the conditions 

in which a chain reaction could be maintaiped by means of slow neut
~·- ;vv--- 'h-..)1 I ~ "~-•' . 

rons are fairly well known. rt might be that these conditions can 

be realized in the near future , if uranium oxide, which is a commerc-

ial product, can be used a large-scale experiment could be arranged 

at short notice . If, however, uranium metal, which is not a commerc-

ial · product, has to be used a large-scale experiment might require 

a longer preparation since it would be necessary to arrange for 

reducing a large quantity of oxide to metal • . If a chain reaction is 
--' 

maintained in uranium by means of slow neutrons large quantities 

of new radioactive elements could be generated and large quantitEs 

of energy would be liberated in the process . A mass of uranium in 

which a chain reaction is maintained may act as ~snormoua~ power-

ful source of gamma-rays and neutrons. This radiation might be made 

strong enough to make it dangerous for human beings to appreach it 

within a distance of perhaps 500 yards, and might by virtue of this 

aspect be of value for defense purposes. A chain reaction maintained 

in a large mass of uranium by slow neutrons might also lead to ex-
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plosimns, but it appears doubtful whether such explosions would be 

sufficiently violent to be of military importance. 

Of the three lines of research which are subject of this memo-

randum this first line has at present the best chance to lead to 

far-reaching results in the immediatJ' future. 

Recommendation. 

It appears desirable that a number of experiments be carried 

out now along this line on a moderately small ~ scale. One 

of these experiments concerns the absorption cross-section of carbon 

for thermal neutrons and requires about 3 to 4 metric tons of graphite. 
V"" ~<:s-

Other/ experiments concern the capture cross-section of uranium for 
p • . - o ( lfV"" 

thermal neutrons and other nuclear propperties of uranium. 

It would be desirable to have a special fund available for 

facilitating experiments on a moderately small scale along 

which ought to be carried out in the near future. ~~ 
~ ' L<- [ e- ~I I t~ { ~ ' 
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this line, 



2.) The second line of research concerns the interaction 

of uranium with neutrons which are not being slowed down by a 

second element. This line mi ght lead to 

place in a large ~ass of uranium metal. 
~ /. ~r· 

ium oxide be used. 

a chain reaction taking 

It is~ely that u~ln: 

The neutrons emitted by uranium have energi es of several 

million volts. It appears likely, though perhaps not absolutely 

certain, that these neutrons will be slowed down by inelastic col

lisions in uranium to perhaps 50 to 100.000 volts, and from then 

on are further slowed down by elastic collisions with uranium nu-

clei. leutrons of about 50 to 100.000 volts energy have a much 

smaller splitting cross-section in uranium than neutrons of a I( 
~ l .... t!..L. ~. -t ,.A'./ t t· ' .~ . 'I • ·<II) 

f ew million volts of energy, but ~~/ xperiments 
fJ/ 

~u~~ Dr. Zinn and myself seem to show that this splitting cross-
~1..._. . .,.. 

section is not negligible and might ~·He~~ be sufficient to 

make a chain reaction possible. In order to determine whether or 

not a chain reaction can be maintained without slowing down the 

neutrons to the thermal region it will be necessary to perform 

experiments. Only in this way can it be 

decided whether a large-scale experiment with uranium metal ought 

to be attempted with a view of setting up a chain reaction above 

the thermal region . 

From what we know at present it appears likely that a mass 

of uranium metal weighing more than metric tons would be 

required for maintaining a chain reaction with non-~hermal neut

rons. If this can be done then we have to face the potential pos-

sibility of ~l'l@ir~ alsset explosions which are far more danger

ous than anything that has been hitherto Q&,·d ra ~ea... 
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Recommendations: 

In order to see whether neutrons which are not being slowed 
down to the thermal region can maintain a chain reaction in uran-
ium a number of small-scale experiments ou~ht to be performed. Some 
of these experiments have been started or prepared at Columbia, other 
experiments, which appear to be necessary, would go beyond the frame
work of the present work at Columbia and ought to be carried out 
preferably at some other laboratory . In view of the difficult nat
ure of experiments of this tJ~e some over-lapping and repitition of 
experiments carried out in different laboratories appears to be de
sirable . Funds, which mi6ht be required for this type of research 
would be mainly required for salaries, since expenses for material 
would be negligible. 

3.) A third line of research concerns the separated isotopes 
of uranium. 

It appears likely tbat of the two isotopes of uranium one js 
mainly responsible for the splittir~ effect which leads to a neut
ron emission, and 'the other is mainly responsible for the simple 
neutron absorption of uranium. If the two isotopes could be separ
ated only a few kg of uranium of the right kind would be needed to 
maintain a chain reaction. Arguments have been put forward by Bohr 
that the rarer of the two isotopes of uranium , which has a relative 
abundance of only about 1% in commercial uranium, is the one which 
could be made useful. 

To separate the two uranium isotopes on a small scale should 
not be too difficult, but the separation on an industrial scale, in 
mrder to obtain several kg within reasonable time will be probably 
a very difficult problem to solve. Two different methods have so 
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~ar been advocated ~or this purpose: 

a) separation by thermal di~~usion, and 

b) separation by centri~uging. 

A small-scale separation by centri~uging is being attempted 

by Pro~essor Beams at the University o~ Virginia. A small-scale 

separation by the method o~ the mass spectograph is ~ax perhaps 

also being attempted at present at the University o~ Minnesota. 

Recommendations: 

Experiments on small-scale separation of the two uranium iso

topes should be regarded as urgent and supported by fUnds i~ neces

sary. Both, the mass spectograph method and the centrifUging meth

od ought to be tried and perhaps also the di~~usion method and other 

methods which might be invented for the purpose. The centrifUging 

method can undoubtedly be pursued at the University of Virginia. 

It might perhaps be H«kiKXH« possible to achieve a mass spectograph 

sep~ration at the University of ~inesota . 

It would further be advisable to study the theoretical limit

ations of the various methods with a view of determining the limit

ations of a separation on an industrial scale. 



Further work has to be carried out along two different lines 

which have very little in common with each other, i.e. the slow 

neutron reaction and the fast neutron reaction. 

1. The slow neutron reaction. This problem has been studied in 

small scale laboratortt experiments with the result that it appears 

likely though perhaps not absolutely certain that a nuclear chain 

reaction can be maintained with slow neutrons in a large mass of 

uranium mixed with large quantities of certain other elements. It 
·~.-..r 

appears necessary to prepare a large scale experiment using 10 to 
' 

20 tons of uranium oxide. It is proposed however to carry out a 

large scale experiment on about tons of material not contain-

ing uranium and having a value of about $ before actually 

embarking on the large scale uranium experiment. 

There is reason to believe that such a chain reaction with 

slow neutrons can be controlled so as to avoid overheating of the 

mass. Large quantities of radioactive elements would be continuously 

produced in such a chain reaction, some of which might be used for 

a large scale production of luminous paint. Apart from this not 

military use is at present envisaged. It can be shown that kKkx 

bombs based on such a slow neutron chain reaction in uranium oxide 

are not sufficiently superior to bombs working with ordinary explos-

ives to justify their high cost and other inconveniences. 
\.,( j;, cr., 

2. The fast neutron reaction, has not been studied at all, and 

it is therefore not known whether it will go or whether it will not. 
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2. The fast neutron reaction. This problem is of great military 

importance. It has so far not been properly investigated, and it is 

therefore impossible to say whether a fast neutron reaction can or 

cannot be set up. Small scale la,aaz laboratory experiments have 

been devised to clear up this point which would require facilities 

for salaries, but practically no expenses for material. 

There is reason to believe that if the fast neutron reaction 

will go extremely dangerous bombs could be constructed which could 

be properly controlled. It is very likely that the fast neutron 

reaction cannot be made to work with uranium oxide, and therefore 

a processing of a the uranium oxide would almos~ certainly be nee-

essary, which might easily involve a cost of the order of $ 

per kg. Therefore, should the laboratory experiments make it a~ ·a~l~ 

likely that a fast neutron reaction is possible, the processing of 
C....·'- - ... ~, 

some 20 to 50 tons of uranium oxide will be rather costly and ~ 

' 
( 

be attempted until all possibilities of small scale laboratory 

experiments have been exhausted. 



Industrial Applications. 

It appears very likely that a chain reaction can be maintained 

in a large mass of uranium oxide if mixed with certain other ingred

ients. There is reason to believe that this chain reaction can be 

controlled and that over-heating of the mass leading to an explosion 

can be avoided. Very large quantities of radioactive elements and 

heat would be produced in~ a continuous process if such a chain re

action is maintained. 



• - (... .... fl• 1ll.1 

July 6 , 1~40 

Remarks to the mem8randum of July 6 , 1 940 

·rhe uestion wfu.s.hll..er a chain reaction based on f:i. ssion by thermal 

neutrons can be made to w·rk whj ch would consume the mo re abandoned 

uran·ium isotope appears to be also eauiv8l~n t tot he viJUe stion -,he ther 

the element whi ch has a ma:.s number 839 and an at .Jmic numb,er 94, 

which is produc ed from uranium 238 v1hen the latter ca•_ tures a 

ne •J tron has an appreciable fission cro ss section f8r thermal n eutrons . 

Ve assume hereby tha t more than two fast neutr ons are emitted in 

t he f is sion of element G39 . 

If a cba in reaction is majntained in a system e omposed of uranium 

and carbon the uranium isotope G35 is gradually us ed up . At the 

same time a certain amount of ele1r.ent 80G has b een yr .... duced. If 

necessar'r th"s 8ler .. e ..... t c an b8 ch ewrtc8. 1. lY S8l)<H·~tr'lrl ~md mixed wifu 

uranium 238 in such a concentration that if a mixture is used in 

a system for maintain n g a ch a i n reaction,for every atom of e lement 

239 which undergoes fission b 'r t he rmal neutronsl'fre than l atom of 

uranium3838 will be transformed into G39 by cap t u ring a neutron . In this 

way the concentrations of element 239 wou l d increase rathe r than 

decrease in the c ourse of t he chai n r eaction l ton of uranium 

co u ld be made to yield as much energy as would cor resp ond to the 

burn j ngof l mil l ion tons of oil . 

The situation would be even simpler if l fission cross section of 

element 839 for t h ermal neutrons were ab out as large or ~ r ger t h an 

the fissjon cross section of uranium 2~5 . In thoc case conditions 

fo~· a chain reaction might ge t more am more favorable if o r -

d i nary uranium is used in a system compo s ed of uranium and c~ bon 



as the cha i n r eaction must wo rk in s p ite of t h e fact that the 

CD ncentra ti on of uran i um 235 de crease s. 'I1he c1 emical s eparation 

of element 2 39 pre vi ously mentioned may t hen be c on sidered avoid -

able . 



July 6 , 1940 

fvierrorandum 

In the wernoranda wh:l ch I have pre ,Tiously subrtdtted it was stated 

tr.te t we may expect 1 ton ; f' urG.nium to pr oduce ss much energy as 

s.bout ... ~000 tons J f oil. The en closed comrnun}.cation ~Jhich I recet ved 

from Profes sor Louis A, Turner in M.ny of thi s :Jetu• dra•us a t tention 

t , t. l <> pot" nt1al poss5bi lity of' h~v'i. ng a chain reaction in which 

1 ton of! nrnni 11m mixh t pr c1duce ns much rm(;rgy as nould co:r•respond 

to about 1 million trme of oil$ 'l1h e QUestion ra:i sed by Dr . Tumer 

can bo decided by e. compa:ba.ti.vely s tmple ex ,n~iment which mus t be 

re~a!•dod a.t presGnt at the mos t i mportant s~ngle exner:tment . There 

is pernaps a 1 to 1 c.he.nce t1lat the :r•)sult ·v:!.l:.'.. be positive m din 

that case \J e may expect 1 ton ci' ur<;miu:m to be e nui v&.lent t o 1 milliO' 

tons of oil. 

r.'bi le in prev1 ,)us memoranda it wr1s 9oj :dli EJo out t hat a che.in rea.otion 

maintained 1.n uran.,.um ml3.y b e us ed f or thr; purr.~ose of a power pro

duction and the sjgnificm oe of th .1 s fact f'or• the Navy '.Ja s discussed. 

This question a.ss1:nnes an €:nt1re1.y d1ffe ren t aspect df 1 ton of 

uran:lum repres:~ents 1 million tons of oil istead of 3QJ, tons of oil 

as prev iously a sumed . 



then we haVt to consider th possibi lity that t. ... "l-3 lc.r,;e:t"' units as 
porject~d by the present Naval problem may ~ve to be considered 
obsolete by the time when they are launched. ,f course all this 
P' esu lposes that :i t will be poss-lble to maintain a cha1n reaction 
in ordinary unsepe.rt' ted uranium but I am confident that th s is e. 
problem whi.ch C:::jn be .solved in the near future if adequate fac111 ties 
are availa . J.e fo, 



I 
I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N. 

There are at present three different lines of research which might 

e era e to use' :::~~~~~~~~~~~=:~~~~~·~~~tm!~~·=h~u:t~~= ~~r ~ -~~~~ 
this ~Jz:~uir.e. fi,QJI~Soo>tieoetm: certainly greatly 

~r~a~e-th~ cost ol the experiment. 

(2) ~~arch concerns the intezraction e.f fiEI~FOfili .... 

~ uranium~which have not been slowed down to thermal energies, and might 

lead 

~ie 

Got. 
to tl:l.e • _.+±; ng-up ~ a chain reaction in ~ large mass of uranium metal. 

= _AccA I _ 
' ~~ ~ ~" => C> 0 -s e c --= 

Hl'M M P9Ufti eh "''has fV~ ~behtnd" f I> oehOtJ:tY> I 

which are at present not ~ 
~--.II!L 

tained in uranium e more important than t he possibility· 

of of uranium and ~~ich slews down the 
/ 

ron~ to thermal velo~itie~\ 

~~ 

-~~ /l J 

~ ~ tv'~ ~'-<--
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-------
(3) The third line of research concerns the possibility of separat-

ing the isotops of uranium by centerfuging a uranium compound, or by diffusion 

methods applied to uranium compounds. Separation of the isotope on an 
..._. 

industrial scale would be required to produce a sufficient quantity of one 

of the two uranium isotops ·to make a chain rea.ction possible in 'the amonn+ 

&:f \i 2 &tlittlil 

of engineering, it might ultimately yield results which, from the point of 
~ 

view of national defense, might be more im~tabt than the other two lines 

~ 
. ~ • c..- !')+')~ ~ 

of research before mentioned !iloflom ~-e- great technical difficulty in achiev
;;,..-n.~ A..-"A..( n~k ~~ ~----.. 

ing the separation of the isotop , there i~~~~ elemen!)of doubt attached 

to the possibility of 

the separated uranium isotops 

for t he purpose of separating 

to be facilitated, and(tne possibilit 

oubh+ to be theoretically explored. 

~ #~f#;;z~. 
~ ~r- ,Jfi,r:t /?~t 

..J 

·-----
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